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Contribution offacial c010r on expression recognition, and elnotionah'esponse to visual

and audit引'y stimuli: evidence 介oln pupiⅡometry

Human emotion is a mechanism for survival strategies, such as behavioral motivation and the signal of crisis

avoidance. The study about human emotions beoan in philosophy and has conducted in various fields such as

Psych010gy, physi010gy, and engineering. Many studies on the l'elationshゆ between emotions and physi010gical

responses have focused on the pupi11ary l'esponse in recent years. The pupiⅡary response has been attracting attention

as a ne、¥ physi010gicalindicator that can indirectly eX廿act human emotional responses because it reaects the activity

Of the locus coeruleus (LC).1n this thesis,、、,e investigated the mechanisms of emotion and facial expression

recognition, which have not yet been elucidated, using pupi11ary responses (chapter 2 and 3).1n addition, we attempted

to estimate emotional states using the pupi11ary responses based on these 6ndings (chapter 4)

In the chapter 2,、Ne investigated the contribution of facial c010r to expression recognition in blur images 、¥ith the

measurement of behavior and pupiⅡal}, change' 1n the experiment, the face stimuli of facial c010rs (natural c010r,

reddish) with different expressions (neutral and anger) in 3 blur levels 、vere presented. paπiCゆants perf0Πηed a task of

expression id引lt所Cation to the stimulus. Behavioral results indicated that the facial c010r has a significant contribution

to expression recognition as blur levelincreases. Then, the results of pupiⅡometry showed that the reddish・C010r

Provided the information necessary to identify anger. These results showed the contribution of facial c010r increases in

both psychophysics and pupi11ary experiment as blur levelincreases, which suggested that facial c010r emphasizes the

Characteristics ofspecific facial expressions
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In the chapter 3,、Ne aimed to elucidate the relationshゆ of attentional states to emotional unimodal stimuli (pictures

Or sounds) and emotional resp0船es by measuring the pupil diameter.1n experiment l, we investigated the relationship

Ofthe attentional state with emotional visual stimuli and emotional responses by using pupi110metry.、Ne observed that

the velocity of pupi11ary dilation was faster during the presentation of emotiona11y arousing piC加res compared to that

Of neutral ones, regardless of the valence of the piC加res.1mp011antly, this effect was not dependent on the task

Condition.1n experiment 2,、ve investigated the relationshゆ ofthe a杜entional state 、vith emotional auditory sounds and

emotional responses.、Ne obsel'ved a trend towards a significant interaction between the stimulus and the task

Conditions with regard to the velocity ofpupiⅡary dilation.1n the emotional and auditory detection tasks, the velocity

Of pupi11ary dilation was faster with positive and neutral sounds than negative sounds. However, there were no

Significant differences bet、¥een the no task and visual detection task cond北ions. Taken together, the current data l'eveal

that different pupiⅡary responses 、¥ere elicited to emotional visual and auditory stimuli, at least in the point that there is

no attentional effect to emotional responses to visual stimuli, despite both experiments being sufficiently contr011ed to

be ofsymmetrical experimental design

In the chapter 4,、Ne investigated pupiⅡary responses to an auditory stilnulus a丘el' a positive, negative, or neutral

aれotional state was elicited by an emotionalimage. An emotionalimage was f0110wed by a beep sound that was either

repetitive or unexpected, and the pupiⅡary dilation was measured. our results showed that the early component ofthe

PupiⅡary response to the beep sound 、¥as larger for negative and positive emotional states than neutral,、vhereas the



Iate component was larger for positive emotional states. The pupil response's peak latency was earlier for negative

images than neutral or positive. Fina11y, SVM dassified the elnotional state based on the pupiⅡary Nsponse with 80¥%

accuracy. our study suggests that 引notional states can be estimated 6'om the amplitude and the latency of pupil

activity in response to an auditory probe

Ihrouoh these experiments, this study elucidated the unresolved cognitive mechanisms of emotion recognition and

facial expression recognition using pupi11ary responses and proposed a ne、N emotion estimation method. These 5ndings

Provide important evidence to supp011 the usefulness of pupi11ary response as a ne、N physi010gicalindicator in emotion

research. These findings also support the effectiveness of pupi11ary response as an objective 引れotion estimation

method that does not rely on subjective responses, and furtha' research is recommended


